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Abstract
In modern datacenters, memory disaggregation unpacks
monolithic servers to build network-connected distributed
compute and memory pools to improve resource utilization
and deliver high performance. The compute pool leverages
distributed transactions to access remote data in the mem-
ory pool and provide atomicity and strong consistency. Ex-
isting single-versioning designs have been constrained due
to limited system concurrency and high logging overheads.
Although the multi-versioning design in the conventional
monolithic servers is promising to offer high concurrency and
reduce logging overheads, which however fails to work in the
disaggregated memory. In order to bridge the gap between the
multi-versioning design and the disaggregated memory, we
propose Motor that holistically redesigns the version struc-
ture and transaction protocol to enable multi-versioning for
fast distributed transaction processing on the disaggregated
memory. To efficiently organize different versions of data in
the memory pool, Motor leverages a new consecutive ver-
sion tuple (CVT) structure to store the versions together in a
continuous manner, which allows the compute pool to obtain
the target version in a single network round trip. On top of
CVT, Motor leverages a fully one-sided RDMA-based MVCC
protocol to support fast distributed transactions with flexible
isolation levels. Experimental results demonstrate that Motor
improves the throughput by up to 98.1% and reduces the la-
tency by up to 55.8% compared with state-of-the-art systems.

1 Introduction
Memory disaggregation in modern datacenters receives ex-
tensive attentions [2, 7, 35, 46, 53, 62]. Specifically, memory
disaggregation decouples the compute and memory resources
from traditional monolithic servers to build independent and
scalable compute and memory pools. These pools are con-
nected via fast network (e.g., RDMA [75] or CXL [3]). A
compute pool contains many powerful compute units to run
tasks and small DRAM-based memory to maintain metadata.
Moreover, a memory pool consists of substantial memory
modules to store application data and a small number of weak

compute units only for memory allocations and network in-
terconnections [84, 86]. With the aid of efficient resource
pooling, memory disaggregation significantly improves the
resource utilization, elasticity, and failure isolation [65, 72].

To provide atomicity and strong consistency guarantees for
applications on the disaggregated memory, the compute pool
leverages distributed transactions to access remote data in the
memory pool. A recent design, i.e., FORD [84], is able to run
distributed transactions on the disaggregated memory. To sim-
plify the data store in the memory pool, FORD maintains one
version of each data. However, this single-versioning design
limits the concurrency since the reads need to wait for the
writes to become visible during transaction commit. More-
over, to guarantee the atomicity, FORD writes many undo
logs to back up the old data, which consumes the network
bandwidth and decreases throughput.

Enabling multi-versioning is expected to efficiently address
the above limitations. By storing multiple versions of each
data in the memory pool, the read requests are able to fetch
existing versions of data rather than waiting for the writes to
complete, thus improving the concurrency. Moreover, with
multi-versioning, the old versions of data are retained to pro-
vide the atomicity, thus eliminating the need of writing undo
logs. Prior multi-versioning based distributed transaction pro-
cessing systems have been proposed in the traditional mono-
lithic architecture [57, 64, 76]. Unfortunately, these systems
are difficult to work on the new disaggregated memory archi-
tecture due to two challenges, as presented below.

1) Incompatible Transaction Protocol. Prior systems
working on monolithic architecture assume that each server
has strong CPUs to execute compute tasks in the transaction
protocol, e.g., locking [64], validation [57], and timestamp
calculation [76]. In general, a single task is not computa-
tionally expensive. However, when the number of requests
increases, these tasks become substantial and frequent. The
CPU in a memory pool is too weak to frequently poll massive
tasks and execute them [45, 46, 66, 69, 75, 84, 86]. Therefore,
legacy multi-versioning based transaction protocols are not
compatible with the disaggregated memory pool.
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2) Inefficient Version Structure. To store different ver-
sions of data, existing schemes leverage pointer-based struc-
tures to dynamically link the versions, called linked chains in
this paper. In general, there are two types of the linked chains.
(1) The old-to-new chain links the versions from the oldest to
the newest version [9,25,38,76], as shown in Fig. 1a. (2) The
new-to-old chain links the versions from the newest to the
oldest version [8,32,57,64,81], as shown in Fig. 1b. To read a
specific version, CPU performs chain walking that leverages
the pointers to fetch the versions one by one until the target
version. In fact, the linked chains work well in monolithic
servers, since each server contains enough CPUs to quickly
perform chain walking in its local memory. However, the
linked chains become inefficient in disaggregated memory,
since all the application data are stored in the remote memory
pool, which does not contain powerful CPU to execute the
chain walking. As a result, the compute pool has to perform
the chain walking by consuming multiple network round trips
to fetch remote versions one after another until the target
version, leading to high overheads. Fig. 1c shows that when
increasing the number of steps in the chain walking from 1 to
20, the RDMA read latency significantly increases by 24.8×
in our testbed (§ 7.1). Moreover, to prevent long chains, the
garbage collection (GC) is required to delete the obsolete
versions that are no longer used by any transaction [16]. How-
ever, when using linked chains, GC is difficult to carry out
on disaggregated memory, since the compute pool needs to
frequently track the oldest transaction and reclaim the un-
used versions. Such tracking consumes many round trips for
synchronizations and wastes the compute power.

To address the above challenges, we propose Motor, which
holistically redesigns the version structure and transaction
protocol to enable multi-versioning for distributed transaction
processing on the disaggregated memory. Instead of using
linked chains, Motor leverages a new consecutive version
tuple (CVT) structure to efficiently organize multiple versions
of one data in the memory pool. CVT consecutively stores
several versions together to fill in continuous address space. In
this way, the compute pool is able to fetch all the versions of
the same data by reading a CVT in a single round trip, instead
of fetching the remote versions one by one, thus reducing the
networking overheads to achieve low latency. When the CVT
is filled up, Motor leverages a lightweight coordinator-active
garbage collection (GC) scheme that reclaims the old versions
in a preemptive manner without tracing transaction states. In
the presence of GC, Motor also enables the applications to
easily identify the consistency between the data value and its
version in CVT to guarantee the correctness.

On top of the CVT structure, Motor designs a fast multi-
version concurrency control (MVCC) based transaction proto-
col. This protocol fully leverages one-sided RDMA to bypass
the weak compute units in the memory pool. Our protocol
allows the reads not to be blocked by writes, and avoids writ-
ing logs, thus improving the concurrency and saving network
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Figure 1: The linked chain based version structures (a, b), and
the latency of using RDMA READ for chain walking (c).

bandwidth. Moreover, our protocol supports various isolation
levels (e.g., serializability and snapshot isolation) to flexibly
meet the requirements of different OLTP applications.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
• We propose Motor that enables multi-versioning for dis-

tributed transactions on the disaggregated memory.
• Motor designs a new consecutive version tuple (CVT)

structure to efficiently organize multiple versions of data in
the memory pool. CVT enables the compute pool to obtain
the target version in one round trip, and provides lightweight
garbage collection without the overhead of tracking (§ 4).

• Motor leverages a fast MVCC transaction protocol that
fully exploits one-sided RDMA and CVT to meet the CPU-
less memory pool with various isolation-level supports (§ 5).

• We implement1 Motor and compare it with two state-of-
the-art systems [64,84]. The experimental results demonstrate
that Motor significantly improves the transaction throughput
by up to 98.1% and reduces the latency by up to 55.8%.

2 Background and Motivation
2.1 Memory Disaggregation
Traditional datacenters consist of many monolithic servers,
each of which contains a set of compute and memory units.
However, this monolithic architecture suffers from low re-
source utilization and coarse failure domain [65, 72]. Specif-
ically, even if a user only needs more compute power, we
have to add more entire servers in which the memory modules
are wasted. Moreover, if a CPU is broken, the whole server
becomes unusable, which expands the failure domain.

To improve resource utilization and failure isolation, mem-
ory disaggregation [20, 35, 46, 50, 51] becomes a promising
solution, which decouples the compute and memory resources
from a monolithic server to build separate resource pools.
These pools are connected via fast network, e.g., RDMA [29]
or CXL [3]. A compute pool contains many strong CPUs to
intensively execute computing tasks. There are small amounts
of DRAM in the compute pool to cache some metadata. More-
over, a memory pool consists of substantial memory modules
to store the large-volume application data. The memory pool
does not contain strong compute capability [46,65,69,72,75],
but have some low-power compute units only for memory
allocation and network interconnection [84, 86]. By efficient
resource pooling, datacenters are able to provide appropriate
amounts of compute and memory units to meet the require-
ments of different applications in an on-demand manner, thus

1 Source code available at https://github.com/minghust/motor.
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improving the resource utilization and reducing costs [48].
Moreover, even if a CPU fails in the compute pool, the decou-
pled memory modules in the memory pool are not affected
due to the separate architecture, thus narrowing the failure
domain. Therefore, memory disaggregation is a beneficial
solution for modern datacenters and cloud providers. Without
loss of generality, this paper considers that the compute pool
leverages one-sided RDMA verbs (including READ, WRITE,
and atomics such as CAS an FAA) to access the application
data in the memory pool to bypass remote CPUs like existing
studies [53, 66, 75, 84].

2.2 Transactions on Disaggregated Memory
System Model. To provide atomicity and strong consistency
for applications on the disaggregated memory, the compute
pool is required to employ distributed transactions to access
remote data in the memory pool [84]. Specifically, the CPU
threads in a compute pool run many coordinators, which exe-
cute a transaction protocol to read data, handle conflicts, and
commit updates. The compute pool does not store applica-
tion data, but contains a small amount of DRAM to buffer
some metadata (e.g., remote data addresses). The memory
pool stores all the application data without running compute
tasks. Each data is replicated into multiple replicas for high
availability. In practice, the fail-stop failure [36] could occur
at any time to cause the data in the memory pool inacces-
sible2 [27]. To tolerate such failures, we adopt the ( f + 1)-
way primary-backup replication [42] to generate 1 primary
replica and f backup replicas for each data in the memory
pool. Each replica can be accessed by multiple coordinators.
During transaction processing, coordinators in compute pool
read/write remote replicas via network at the byte granularity,
and the compute units in memory pool are not involved. Since
the coordinators and replicas are fully separated by network,
all transactions become distributed in our system model.
Limitations of Single-Versioning. Recently, FORD [84] sup-
ports distributed transactions on the disaggregated memory
and stores the latest version of each data in the memory pool.
This single-versioning design simplifies the memory store but
incurs two limitations. (1) Low concurrency. During transac-
tion commit, the data being updated cannot be read. FORD
makes these data invisible until completing the write, thus
blocking the read operations; (2) High logging overheads.
FORD writes the undo logs to all replicas to guarantee the
atomicity. These undo logs consume the network bandwidth,
and the coordinator needs to wait for all ACKs of the logging
requests before committing the updates to remote replicas.

2.3 Enabling Multi-Versioning
To address the limitations of single-versioning, we adopt a
multi-versioning methodology to store multiple versions of
each data in the memory pool. By doing so, the writes do not

2 In line with existing studies [27, 38, 39, 64, 77, 84], we currently do not
consider the byzantine failures [37].
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Figure 2: The system overview of Motor.

block reads, since the read request obtains an existing ver-
sion of data, instead of waiting for the update operation, thus
improving the concurrency. Moreover, the multi-versioning
design does not need to additionally write logs to back up
data in replicas, since the old versions naturally act as “undo
logs” to guarantee the atomicity. In this way, we eliminate the
logging overheads to accelerate transaction commit.
Challenges. Existing studies have adopted multi-versioning
in transaction processing [16, 43, 57, 64, 76]. However, as an-
alyzed in § 1, these studies do not fit the new disaggregated
memory architecture due to two reasons. (1) Their transac-
tion protocols target on traditional monolithic servers, which
requires powerful CPUs in each server to execute substantial
compute tasks [57, 64, 76]. However, in the disaggregated
memory architecture, the compute units in the memory pool
are too weak to frequently handle compute tasks [75, 84, 86].
(2) The version structures of new-to-old and old-to-new linked
chains incur substantial RDMA round trips for chain walking
and high overheads for garbage collection.

To address the above challenges, we propose Motor to effi-
ciently enable multi-versioning for fast distributed transaction
processing on the disaggregated memory.

3 Motor Overview
Fig. 2 illustrates the system overview of Motor, which con-
tains two parts working in harmony. First, the Motor memory
store (§ 4) efficiently organizes multiple versions of data in
the memory pool. Second, the Motor transaction protocol
(§ 5) handles multi-versioning based distributed transactions
in the compute pool.
Workflow. We outline the workflow of Motor. ❶ The client
initially leverages the CPUs in the memory pool to allocate
memory to load the application data into relational database
(DB) tables. These tables are organized by our consecutive
version tuple (CVT) structure, as described in § 4.1. The
CVTs can be quickly accessed using indexes, e.g., hash ta-
ble [86] or B+tree [75]. ❷ We establish RDMA connections
between the compute and memory pools. Moreover, the mem-
ory pool sends some metadata (e.g., the address of the RDMA
memory region and descriptions of indexes) to the compute
pool. These metadata help coordinators locate the remote data
at runtime. ❸ The clients issue transactions to the compute
pool to be executed. ❹ The compute pool uses CPU threads
to simultaneously run many coordinators, which leverage our



transaction protocol to process transactions. In general, the
coordinators fetch and lock remote data, and then execute the
transaction logic. After execution, the coordinators validate
that the data versions are not changed. Finally, the coordina-
tors commit the updates to remote memory pool and unlock
data. Our protocol enables coordinators to fully use one-sided
RDMA to bypass the weak CPUs in memory pool during
transaction processing.

4 Motor Memory Store
4.1 Consecutive Version Tuple
Key Idea. Motor proposes a consecutive version tuple (CVT)
structure to maintain different versions of data in the memory
pool. Unlike the linked chains using pointers to link versions,
CVT consecutively stores the versions together to fill in con-
tinuous address space. By using CVT, the coordinator is able
to fetch multiple versions in a single RDMA READ, instead
of performing the chain walking to read remote versions one
by one until the target version. After fetching the CVT, the
coordinator locally searches for the target version, which is
fast due to not involving any network I/O.
Structure. Fig. 3 shows the structure of the memory store in
the memory pool, which is organized by CVTs. All the CVTs
form a CVT region. A CVT consists of a header and several
version cells (Vcells). In a header, TableID indicates the DB
table this record belongs to. A record is a row of user data,
containing the key and value, in a DB table. Moreover, Key
is the unique identifier of this record, and Lock is used for
concurrency control in transaction processing (§ 5.1). The
AttrBarPtr points to an attribute bar in the value region. An
attribute bar stores the modified attributes of different versions
of a record’s value, as described in § 4.2. The VpkgPtr points
to a value package (Vpkg) in value region. A Vpkg contains
the actual data value, which is wrapped by a VpkgSA and a
VpkgEA to indicate whether the value is completely written,
as explained in § 4.4. Moreover, in a Vcell, the VcellSA
and VcellEA work with the VpkgSA and VpkgEA to check
the consistency between a version and its value (§ 4.4). The
Valid indicates whether this version of value is available,
and the Version represents a version number. In addition, the
Bitmap indicates the modified attributes at the current version,
and the StartOffset represents the offset of attributes stored
in the attribute bar (more details are presented in § 4.2).
Number of Versions in CVT. Motor needs to configure the
number of versions (VNum) to hold in CVT. Considering
that the memory pool does not contain powerful CPU to dy-
namically adjust VNum in transaction processing, Motor sets
VNum to be fixed, i.e., a record has a fixed maximum number
of versions. In fact, it is challenging to determine an effi-
cient VNum due to the tradeoff among read latency, memory
footprint, and transaction abort rate. Specifically, if VNum
is too small, the CVT size becomes small, which decreases
the RDMA transmission payload to decrease the read latency,
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Figure 3: The structure of the Motor memory store, which is
organized by CVTs in the disaggregated memory pool.

and also reduces the memory footprint in memory pool. How-
ever, due to limited available versions in CVT, the garbage
collection (§ 4.3) can be frequently triggered, and this may
increase transaction aborts to hamper the throughput when the
contention is high. In contrast, if VNum is too large, it helps
mitigate transaction aborts, but would waste memory in read-
intensive workloads that do not require many versions of data.
Moreover, since an entire CVT is read at a time, a large CVT
increases the payload to lengthen the RDMA read latency.
We explore such tradeoff in § 7.2 and § 7.6, and observe that
a suitable VNum significantly depends on the characteristics
of workloads (e.g., the access contention and the number of
records to read in a transaction). In general, setting VNum to 2
is sufficient for low-contention workloads with short-running
transactions (e.g., TATP [1]). For high-contention workloads
with long-running transactions (e.g., TPCC [13]), a slightly
larger VNum (e.g., 4) efficiently reduces transaction aborts
without heavy memory footprint and high read latency.
Indexes Supports. Motor provides unified interfaces for coor-
dinators to quickly access remote CVTs by leveraging indexes
(e.g., hash table [86] and B+tree [75]). Motor stores CVTs
within the index. For example, when using B+tree indexes,
CVTs are stored in leaf nodes, and the internal pointer nodes
are cached in compute pool to reduce remote tree traverses.
When using hashing indexes, CVTs are stored in hash tables
by hashing Keys. Therefore, writing CVTs simultaneously
modifies the index. Without loss of generality, our paper con-
siders to use the hash table as a case in point to present the de-
tails of indexing remote data like existing studies [26, 78, 84].
To address hash collisions, Motor reserves multiple slots in a
hash bucket [86]. Each slot stores one CVT. Given a key (e.g.,
K0) of a record, the coordinator hashes K0 to obtain the ID of
hash bucket and calculate the remote address of this bucket.
The coordinator then reads the bucket and locally traverses
slots to search for the target CVT whose Key is equal to K0.
CVT Address Cache. In practice, it is expensive to fetch an
entire hash bucket every time when reading a CVT. To address
this issue, Motor enables each coordinator to leverage a small



private CVT address cache in the compute pool to store the
remote addresses of CVTs. When reading the same CVTs next
time, the coordinator can quickly use the cached addresses
to directly read the CVTs instead of hash buckets. However,
if the Key of fetched CVT mismatches the queried key, the
cached address becomes stale. The coordinator addresses this
issue by re-reading the hash bucket to confirm the existence
of the target CVT, and then updates its address cache. To store
millions of addresses (each one is 8B), an address cache only
consumes several MBs of DRAM space, which is acceptable
for the compute pool [65, 84].

4.2 Separate Value Region
Some prior studies like FORD [84] and Silo [71] store the
value together with its version, so that coordinators can fetch
the value and version in one read. However, this design be-
comes inefficient in our context, because storing the value
together with its version significantly increases the CVT size,
leading to high read latency and network bandwidth waste
(all values are transmitted but only one is needed). Such draw-
backs become even worse when the value size gets larger.

To tackle the above challenge, Motor separates the CVTs
from data values in memory pool. The coordinator first reads
a CVT to determine the target version, and then reads the
corresponding value. In this way, the CVT size is not affected
by the value size to achieve stable low read latency, and only
one data value is transmitted to mitigate bandwidth wastes.
Reducing Memory Overhead. In the value region, storing a
full-sized data value for each version simplifies the data store
but wastes memory space. To alleviate the memory overhead,
we have two observations. (1) The records in a relational
DB table follow the same schema, which defines the number
of attributes of the value and the size of each attribute. (2)
When updating a record, a transaction can modify only one
or several attributes. For example, in TPCC, the value of a
record in DISTRICT table contains 9 attributes (100B in total),
but in NEW_ORDER transaction only one attribute is modified,
i.e., D_NEXT_O_ID (4B). Based on these observations, Motor
stores the variable-sized modified attributes, instead of the full-
sized value, to maintain each version of values for any record,
thus reducing the memory overhead. As shown in Fig. 3, the
value region contains a full-value area plus a delta area. The
full-value area stores the newest version of full-sized values,
and the delta area stores old attributes being modified by
transactions (like “undo logs”). Therefore, an updated record
has only one full value and different versions of variable-sized
modified attributes to support multi-versioning. To construct
an old-version value, we only need to apply the attributes at
the old target version into the newest full value.
Attribute Bar. In the delta area, Motor leverages a new struc-
ture, called attribute bar, to consecutively and compactly store
the modified attributes of a record across transactions, as pre-
sented in Fig. 3. Motor uses the following metadata in CVT
to efficiently manage attributes bars.

1) AttrBarPtr in Header. When a record is updated for
the first time, the coordinator allocates an attribute bar in the
delta area, and keeps the remote address of the attribute bar
(i.e., AttrBarPtr) in the CVT’s header.

2) Bitmap in Vcell. The coordinator uses a bitmap in Vcell
to represent the modified attributes at the current version. For
example, if a value has 8 attributes and the 1st, 2nd, and 4th
attributes are modified by a transaction, the coordinator writes
a bitmap of “00001011” (the rightmost bit represents the first
attribute, i.e., the little-endian style) into the Vcell. The length
of bitmap depends on the number of attributes.

3) StartOffset in Vcell. This is used to represent the
offset of a group of modified attributes at the current ver-
sion inside the attribute bar. The initial StartOffset is 0.
The coordinator calculates a new StartOffset by using the
last-written Vcell’s StartOffset and Bitmap. Specifically,
according to the positions of “1” in the last-written bitmap,
the coordinator accumulates the total size of attributes in
the last write, and adds this total size with the last-written
StartOffset to obtain a new StartOffset.
Attribute Bar Size. A coordinator needs to allocate a proper-
sized attribute bar to hold modified attributes to alleviate mem-
ory wastes. By sampling transaction execution, we observe
that for records in a DB table, the total sizes of attributes be-
ing updated per transaction (called TotAttrSizes) are different
but occur at specific frequencies. For example, in TPCC’s
CUSTOMER table, the TotAttrSize can be 512B, 12B, and 4B,
respectively occurring at frequencies of 10%, 88%, and 2%
across transactions. This is because in OLTP scenarios, the
transaction logic specifies the attributes to update, and dif-
ferent transactions follow the standard execution ratio in the
transaction mix [1, 5, 13]. According to the frequencies of
different TotAttrSizes, Motor reserves corresponding propor-
tions of space in the attribute bar to hold these attributes of
VNum versions (i.e., if some attributes are more frequently up-
dated, Motor reserves more space for these attributes). Hence,
Motor approximately estimates the attribute bar size (ABS) =
∑

n
i=1(max(V Num×Frequencyi,1)×TotAttrSizei), where n

is the number of TotAttrSizes. For example, when VNum = 4,
the ABS of records in CUSTOMER table is: 1×512B + 3×12B +
1×4B = 552B, which is sufficient to hold modified attributes
of different versions without wasting memory. Note that even
if all attributes of a value are modified at some versions (i.e.,
TotAttrSize = full-value size), the attribute bar can still store
all these attributes, since in this case the calculated ABS is
guaranteed to be larger than the full-value size.
Mitigating Contentions on Allocating Attribute Bars.
When coordinators simultaneously allocate attribute bars, they
will compete for the free space in delta area, leading to high
contentions. To avoid this, Motor pre-assigns a small MB-
scale delta space with proper size (based on ABS) in the delta
area to each coordinator. In this way, the coordinator allocates
attribute bars in its own delta space without competing with
others. The AttrBarPtr is globally visible to all coordinators



after completing the update operation, so that a coordinator is
able to append attributes to the attribute bars created by other
coordinators. In rare cases the delta space is exhausted, the
coordinator informs remote CPU to allocate larger space.
One RTT for Reading/Writing Values. Though the full
value and attributes are separated, Motor consumes only one
RTT to read/write a value at the target version. (1) Read. A
coordinator selects the target version (e.g., V 0) in a CVT. The
selection scheme is presented in § 5.1. If V 0 is the newest ver-
sion, the coordinator reads the full value using RDMA READ
in one RTT. Otherwise, the coordinator calculates remote ad-
dresses of the required old attributes by using AttrBarPtr
in CVT header and StartOffset as well as Bitmap in the
Vcells whose Version is larger than V 0. Afterwards, the coor-
dinator uses batched RDMA READs to read the full value and
old attributes together in one RTT and locally constructs an
old version of value. (2) Write. The coordinator uses batched
RDMA WRITEs to update the remote full value and appends
old attributes to the attribute bar together in one RTT.

4.3 Coordinator-Active Garbage Collection
If there is no empty Vcell when updating data, we need a
garbage collection (GC) mechanism to reclaim the obsolete
versions. Legacy GC schemes track the oldest running trans-
actions and delete the versions that are no longer used [16,64].
However, since the compute unit in the memory pool is not
aware of transaction states, it is difficult to apply tracking
in the memory pool. On the other hand, if the compute pool
performs tracking, the coordinators need to confirm which
versions are unused among all the in-flight transactions. This
increases the network round trips for synchronizations and
wastes the compute power.

In order to avoid the overhead of tracking, Motor proposes
a coordinator-active GC scheme. The idea is that, if there
is no empty Vcell, Motor allows the coordinator to actively
select a victim version to be overwritten by the new version to
complete GC. This scheme is lightweight due to eliminating
the need of tracking the oldest running transaction.

To select the victim version, Fig. 4a shows a baseline
scheme that skips the versions being read in a CVT, and
selects the oldest version in the remaining versions. A read
queue is reserved in each CVT to store the timestamps of trans-
actions that are reading the CVT. Other coordinators check
the read queue and skip the in-use versions. However, for read
operations, since the coordinator does not know the current
position of the queue’s tail, it has to use RDMA FetchAndAdd
to atomically move the tail, and then use RDMA WRITE to
insert a timestamp to the read queue. Such extra RTTs in each
read significantly increase the latency.

We observe that the oldest version in CVT has the smallest
probability to be used given that RDMA significantly acceler-
ates transactions [26, 78]. Hence, Motor enables coordinators
to preemptively select the oldest version in CVT as the vic-
tim, as shown in Fig. 4b. This GC scheme avoids the RTT
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Figure 4: Different garbage collection schemes for CVT.

overhead in the baseline method. The tradeoff is that some
long-running transactions would be aborted if their previously
read data are quickly reclaimed. Nevertheless, the experimen-
tal results in § 7.2 show that reserving a proper number of
versions in CVT efficiently mitigates such aborts. Overwrit-
ing old versions will make the versions in CVT unsorted, but
the correctness is not affected, since the coordinator locally
traverses all the versions in CVT to locate the target one.

Note that if the attribute bar does not have enough space,
the coordinator reclaims old attributes from the start of the
attribute bar to write newly modified attributes. In this proce-
dure, the coordinator checks which Vcells correspond to the
reclaimed attributes, and sets the Valid in these Vcells to 0 to
delete these versions. Since Motor appropriately configures
the size of attribute bar to store attributes of multiple versions,
reclaiming the old attributes does not invalidate many Vcells.

4.4 Anchor-Assisted Read
To obtain a data value, the coordinator reads a CVT to select
the target version, and then reads the full value and necessary
attributes. As shown in Fig. 5a, coordinator C1 reads a CVT
and needs the value at version V1 (ValueV 1). C1 reads the full
value (ValueV 7) and old attributes to reconstruct ValueV 1. At
this point, another coordinator C2 is performing GC to reclaim
version V1 and write ValueV 9. As a result, there are two incor-
rect results for C1. (1) C1 reads a corrupted full value due to
being partially updated by C2. (2) C1 reads ValueV 9 but mis-
takenly regards it as ValueV 7, thus reconstructing an incorrect
ValueV 1. The root cause of this issue is that the version and
data value are separately stored, which prevents coordinators
from “atomically” reading a value and its version.

To address the above challenge, Motor proposes an anchor-
assisted read scheme to help coordinators identify the consis-
tency between the version and value. As shown in Fig. 5b, this
scheme uses two anchors at the start and end of a Vcell, called
VcellSA (i.e., Vcell’s Start Anchor) and VcellEA (i.e., Vcell’s
End Anchor). Similarly, in a Vpkg, two anchors (VpkgSA
and VpkgEA) are used to wrap the full value. An anchor is 1
byte. A pair of SA and EA and the content they wrap are im-
plemented in a C++ struct, allowing a coordinator to access
them together using a single RDMA READ or WRITE.

To make anchors efficiently work, coordinators follow two
rules. (1) Write. A coordinator increases the anchor value by
1 for all the four anchors (i.e., VpkgSA, VpkgEA, VcellSA,
and VcellEA) to make them equal. The coordinator writes
the Vpkg first, then the modified attributes, and finally the
Vcell. (2) Read. A coordinator reads a CVT and then fetches
the Vpkg and necessary attributes. Since the full value region
stores the newest value, the VpkgSA and VpkgEA are also
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the newest. Hence, the coordinator checks whether the newest
VcellSA and VcellEA in CVT are equal to VpkgSA and
VpkgEA. If the four anchors are equal, the full value and
attributes are not modified since the last read. The coordinator
then safely reconstructs the target-version value by copying
the fetched old attributes into the newest full value. However,
if any of the two anchors are not equal, the coordinator aborts
the transaction due to detecting partial updates or a conflicting
in-flight GC procedure. In essence, the four anchors assist the
coordinator to read a version and the corresponding value in
an “atomic” manner. Unlike Silo [71] that reads the version
twice to confirm consistency, our scheme only needs to read
once and compares the four anchors to identify consistency.
Guaranteeing Write Order. The correctness of the anchor-
assisted read scheme is based on that all the written data are
installed into the memory pool in the correct order, which has
two requirements. [R1] Vpkg → modified attributes → Vcell.
[R2] Inside a Vpkg (or Vcell): start anchor → content → end
anchor. In practice, the two requirements are satisfied in net-
work and at remote RDMA NIC (RNIC), since (1) the reliable
connection mode for one-sided RDMA guarantees that the
transmitted messages are not lost or reordered [10], and (2)
when the request reaches the remote RNIC, the RNIC ensures
that the RDMA WRITEs are totally ordered with regard to each
other [61], i.e., these write requests are sent to the on-chip
integrated memory controller (iMC) in order. However, the
two requirements can be then violated due to DDIO (i.e., Data
Direct I/O [6]). If DDIO is enabled, iMC sends the written
data to the L3 CPU cache. Due to unpredictable cache behav-
ior, the data in L3 cache could be evicted to memory out of
order to break R1 and R2. In fact, DDIO aims to improve the
cache locality, which benefits the CPU execution in traditional
monolithic servers, but becomes useless in the disaggregated
memory, since the weak CPU in memory pool is not involved
during transaction processing. Hence, Motor disables DDIO
in the memory pool, so that iMC directly sends writes from
its internal first-come-first-serve write pending queue to the
main memory. In this way, the writes are installed into remote
memory in the correct order to satisfy R1 and R2.

5 Motor Transaction Protocol
We present the Motor transaction protocol. Our protocol
works in a widely-recognized transaction processing frame-
work, which includes reading data, handling conflicts, and
writing data back. The main difference from existing stud-
ies [27,39,64,77,78,84] is that our protocol fully exploits the
CVT structure and pure one-sided RDMA to support MVCC
based distributed transactions on the disaggregated memory.

Timestamp Generation. Motor leverages sequential numbers
as transaction timestamps (i.e., 1, 2, 3 ...), which are also
adopted as data versions. In fact, the timestamp generation is
orthogonal to our designs. Existing studies propose scalable
timestamp generation schemes [24, 38, 64, 76], which can be
applied to the compute pool as the timestamp service to assign
strictly and monotonically increasing timestamps. Our paper
does not focus on optimizing the timestamp generation, and
we assume that a scalable timestamp service is efficiently
leveraged in the compute pool to serve for all coordinators.
Overview. In the memory pool, each table is replicated to 1
primary and f backups, and the weak CPUs are not involved
during transaction processing. In the compute pool, the co-
ordinators leverage our protocol to execute transactions and
access remote data through one-sided RDMA.
5.1 Processing Phases
Fig. 6 shows the procedure of handling a read-write transac-
tion (e.g., T0) with serializability guarantee. All requests in
the same round trip time (RTT) are issued in parallel. The
read-write set is {A, B} and the read-only set is {C}. In Motor,
the write set is included in the read set, since (1) for Updates
and Deletions, the coordinator reads remote CVTs before
writing data back, and (2) for Insertions, the coordinator reads
remote buckets to obtain empty CVTs before inserting data.
The detailed processing phases are presented below.

Phase 1. Execution. The coordinator obtains a start times-
tamp (Tstart ) from the timestamp service. For each read-only
(RO) or read-write (RW) data, the coordinator looks up its
local CVT address cache. (1) If the address has been cached
(e.g., A and C), for the RO data (e.g., C), the coordinator uses
RDMA READ to fetch their CVTs from the primaries; for
the RW data (e.g., A), the coordinator uses doorbell-batched
RDMA CAS+READ to respectively lock and read the CVTs
from the primaries. The locking request prevents other con-
flicting transactions from modifying the same CVT at the
same time. If the locking request fails, the coordinator aborts
the transaction, instead of waiting, to avoid deadlocks. (2)
If the address is not cached (e.g., B), the coordinator uses
RDMA READ to fetch a hash bucket and then locally search
for a Key-matched CVT. After obtaining the CVT, the coordi-
nator selects a target version V 0, which is the largest version
among all the versions that are smaller than Tstart .
Early Abort. If the coordinator observes a version (e.g., V 1)
larger than Tstart in the CVT, it means that another transaction
T1, has committed after T0’s Tstart . In this case, the coordina-
tor can early abort T0 to guarantee serializability. The reason
is that, even if using Tstart to select V 0 for execution, T0 will
be aborted in the next Validation phase, in which T0 will ob-
tain a larger commit timestamp than T1. That is, T0 with a
larger commit timestamp should have used T1’s update, i.e.,
V 1, for execution, but T0 used V 0. Hence, the coordinator
early aborts T0. Note that the early abort is unnecessary in the
snapshot isolation, since it is sufficient for T0 to read a snap-
shot at Tstart , even if the snapshot becomes slightly stale [76].
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After version selection, the coordinator uses batched
RDMA READs to read the Vpkgs and any required old at-
tributes to construct the target-version value, as discussed
in § 4.2. Note that for RW data that have not been locked
(e.g., B), the coordinator additionally batches RDMA CAS
with READs to lock and re-read their CVTs when reading Vp-
kgs. After fetching all the data, the coordinator performs three
checks for correctness: (1) if any locking fails, T0 aborts; (2)
if a newer version larger than V 0 occurs in the re-read CVT,
T0 aborts since another transaction has updated this data; (3)
if the four anchors are not equal, T0 aborts because the version
and value are inconsistent. If passing all checks, the coordi-
nator safely uses the data value inside the Vpkg to execute
the transaction logic. Though Motor uses two RTTs to read
the CVT and data value, the network payload is significantly
reduced due to not transmitting unnecessary data values.

Phase 2. Validation. After all the remote CVTs of the RW
data are successfully locked, the coordinator obtains a commit
timestamp (Tcommit ) from the timestamp service. Note that if
the read-write transaction does not contain any RO data, the
following operations can be skipped to reduce latency, since
all the RW data have been already locked. However, if the
transaction contains RO data, the coordinator needs to validate
that the versions of RO data are not changed from Tstart to
Tcommit to provide serializability. To this end, the coordinator
re-reads the CVT of each RO data from remote primaries
and uses Tcommit to select a version V ′, which is the largest
version among all the versions that are smaller than Tcommit .
The coordinator checks whether any of the two cases occur:
(1) the CVT is locked by another coordinator, or (2) V ′ ̸=V 0.
In the first case, it is possible that another transaction with
a lower Tcommit is committing a new version. The second
case means that another transaction with a lower Tcommit has
committed a new version. If either case occurs, the validation
fails, because T0 with a higher Tcommit should read the new
version but fails to do so in the Execution phase. As a result,
T0 is aborted to ensure serializability. In short, the validation
succeeds only if the CVT is not locked and V ′ =V 0.

Phase 3. Commit. When the validation succeeds, a coordi-
nator commits the updates to all remote replicas together in a
single RTT. The coordinator locally prepares the data to be
written, which can be interpreted in three scenarios. (1) Up-
date. If the record is updated for the first time, the coordinator
allocates an attribute bar in its own pre-assigned delta space.
The coordinator then finds an empty Vcell (i.e., Valid is 0)

in the fetched CVT, sets the Valid to 1, fills the Version
using Tcommit , sets the Bitmap of the updated attributes, calcu-
lates the StartOffset inside the attribute bar, and configures
both of VcellSA and VcellEA to be equal to a new number.
If there is no empty Vcell or the StartOffset exceeds the
length of attribute bar, the coordinator actively performs GC
to reclaim old versions. Moreover, the coordinator collects
the modified attributes that will be written to the attribute bar.
The coordinator then prepares a new Vpkg by filling the new
data value, and setting both of VpkgSA and VpkgEA to be
equal to VcellSA. (2) Insert. Apart from preparing the Vpkg
and Vcell like the Update operation, the coordinator prepares
a new header and fills the TableID, Key, and VpkgPtr. The
TableID and Key come from applications. The coordinator
allocates the VpkgPtr in its delta space, i.e., Motor allows the
newly inserted data to share the delta area with attribute bars
to improve the space efficiency. (3) Delete. The coordinator
sets the Valid of V 0 to 0, so that subsequent transactions with
larger timestamps cannot use the deleted version. The delete
operation needs to set the full value in remote memory pool to
an old-version value. To this end, the coordinator copies the
old attributes fetched in Execution phase into the full value.

After these local preparations, the coordinator leverages
doorbell-batched RDMA WRITEs to write the prepared data
to all replicas and unlocks primaries in one RTT. When re-
ceiving all ACKs from all replicas, the coordinator reports
“committed” to the application.
Processing Read-Only Transactions. A coordinator obtains
a read timestamp (Tstart ) and reads the required CVTs from the
primaries. The coordinator uses Tstart to determine the target
version, and then fetches the Vpkgs and any required old
attributes from primaries to construct the value at the target
version. If the four anchors are equal, the transaction commits,
and otherwise aborts. Note that in single-versioning designs,
the read-only transactions require validation [27, 39, 77, 84].
However, with multi-versioning, the read-only transactions do
not require validation [57] due to obtaining a stable version
snapshot at Tstart (more details are discussed in § 5.2).

5.2 Flexible Support of Isolation Levels
By using our protocol, Motor supports two widely-used isola-
tion levels, i.e., serializability (SR) [11] and snapshot isolation
(SI) [12], to flexibly meet the requirements of different OLTP
applications. With SR, the concurrent transactions appear to
be executed one by one. Moreover, with SI, the transaction
reads data from a snapshot at a time, which does not reflect
changes made by other in-flight transactions.
Supporting SR. (1) For read-write transactions, they are seri-
alizable at the point of Tcommit if guaranteeing that all the target
versions selected at Tstart are equal to those at Tcommit . This
property allows the transactions to be considered as executing
at their Tcommit one after another. Motor ensures this property
by using locks and validations. i) If a transaction obtains all
the locks of CVTs at Tstart , the versions of read-write data



cannot be changed by other transactions until Tcommit . Hence,
the versions of read-write data at Tstart are equal to those at
Tcommit . ii) During validation, if a transaction detects that the
remote CVT is locked or a new version appears at Tcommit ,
the validation fails and the transaction aborts, since the previ-
ously fetched versions of read-only data become stale. If the
validation succeeds, the versions of read-only data at Tstart
are equal to those at Tcommit . (2) For read-only transactions,
they do not have a commit timestamp due to not making data
changes. In the multi-versioning design, since read-only trans-
actions only observe a snapshot, the start time of read-only
transactions can be considered to be “movable” in order to
find a serializable execution order [57], i.e., the read-only
transactions can be placed among other read-write transac-
tions to make all the transactions appear to execute one by
one. In summary, the write-write and read-write conflicts be-
tween transactions are respectively addressed by using locks
and validations, which ensure that the precedence graphs [4]
of all the transaction schedules do not contain cycles, thus
guaranteeing serializability [68].
Supporting SI. To support SI, Motor simply disables the
version validation for the read-only data in read-write transac-
tions, i.e., these transaction are allowed to use a stale snapshot
by using Tstart . Note that the locking is still required to resolve
the write-write conflicts. SI is weaker than SR, but achieves
higher performance (as demonstrated in § 7.7) and has been
adopted by multiple popular systems, e.g., MySQL [56], Post-
greSQL [60], Oracle [59], and SQL Server [63].
ACID Guarantee. Motor guarantees ACID for transactions.
(1) Atomicity. Motor maintains multiple versions of data, and
the old ones act as “undo logs” to preserve the atomicity. (2)
Consistency. The data versions in memory pool are in a con-
sistent state before a transaction starts and after it commits.
(3) Isolation. Motor supports serializability and snapshot iso-
lation. (4) Durability. Motor stores f +1 replicas of each data
against data loss, and can employ UPS-backed DRAM [27] or
persistent memory [84] in the memory pool to durably store
the committed updates even if a power failure occurs.
5.3 Fault Tolerance
Replica Failures in Memory Pool. By enabling data repli-
cation, Motor is able to tolerate replica failures in the mem-
ory pool. The replica failures can be quickly detected using
RDMA [27]. If any replica fails before commit, the coor-
dinator discards all the fetched data, unlocks remote locks,
and aborts the transactions. If a primary fails during com-
mit, Motor promotes a backup as the new primary to retain
the committed updates, because the backups have the same
updates as primary. The new primary is not visible to coordi-
nators until the updates are installed into alive replicas. When
the new primary becomes visible and subsequent coordinators
can grab locks on the new primary, the updates of previous
transactions have been already committed, thus guaranteeing
serializability. Moreover, if a backup fails during commit,
the coordinator selects another memory node to add a new

backup. Adding a backup requires data migration, in which
Motor enables memory nodes to use RDMA WRITE to quickly
transmit application data. Subsequent transactions involving
failed replicas hang up until the replicas are recovered. The
( f +1)-way replication tolerates at most f replica failures.
Coordinator Failures in Compute Pool. In line with existing
studies [27, 78], Motor supports to use leases [31] to detect
coordinator failures. Motor enables the coordinators to write
small-sized operation logs in local memory to record the oper-
ations (e.g., the keys that will be locked or committed) during
execution. The operation logs are stored in UPS-backed mem-
ory and are not lost [27]. If a coordinator fails, Motor employs
a new one to use the operation logs to resume the in-flight
commit and unlock keys for recovery. For example, the new
coordinator uses RDMA CAS to unlock the recorded keys, i.e.,
if the CAS succeeds, the previous lock is released to avoid
starvation, and otherwise the key is actually not locked.
Network Failures. A network failure causes the network par-
tition. In practice, it is hard to distinguish network failure
from server failure. Like uKharon [34], we assume that the
network partitions are discovered and resolved by datacenter
administrators. If a network partition occurs, either availabil-
ity or consistency cannot be fully guaranteed according to the
CAP theorem [18,30]. In the context of OLTP applications,
offering consistency is more important to satisfy the ACID
requirements. Hence, Motor weakens the availability by only
allowing the major partition [17] to serve requests.

6 Implementations
We present some important implementation details including
the transaction interfaces and execution framework.
Easy-to-Use Transaction Interfaces. Motor provides the
following interfaces for applications to easily run MVCC
based distributed transactions on the disaggregated memory.

• TxnBegin(): Start a transaction and record its ID.
• GetTS(): Get a timestamp from the timestamp service.
• AddObject(): Add a read-only (or read-write) object to

the read-only (or read-write) set.
• FetchAll(): Obtain remote CVTs and target-version

data values. The remote CVTs are simultaneously locked.
• Validate(): Validate the versions of read-only data.
• TxnCommit(): Commit the transaction by writing the

updates back to remote replicas and unlocking the primaries.
Execution Framework. In the compute pool, Motor uses the
CPU cores to spawn massive threads to execute transactions in
parallel. However, if using a thread as a coordinator, the CPU
core will become idle when waiting for RDMA ACKs, which
decreases the throughput. To saturate the compute power of
a CPU core, Motor generates multiple coroutines in a CPU
thread to execute in a pipeline manner [39,77,84]. In a thread,
one coroutine polls the RDMA ACKs, and each of the other
coroutines acts as a transaction coordinator. Therefore, Mo-
tor enables substantial coordinators to concurrently execute
transactions in the compute pool.



7 Performance Evaluation
7.1 Experimental Setup
Testbed. We configure four servers connected through a Mel-
lanox SB7890 100Gbps InfiniBand (IB) Switch. Each server
contains a 100Gbps Mellanox ConnectX-5 IB RNIC. One
server containing Intel Xeon Gold 6330 CPUs is configured as
the compute pool to run coordinators. Other three servers form
the memory pool, and each server contains 192GB DRAM.
Benchmarks. We leverage a key-value store (KVS) as a micro-
benchmark. KVS stores 10M key-value pairs in one database
(DB) table. The key is 8B and the value is 40B [39, 84]. In
KVS, each transaction performs a read or an update operation
to a 48B KV pair with skewed accesses following the Zipfian
distribution [23]. We enable the skewness and the ratio of
read-write transactions in the transaction mix of KVS to be
configurable to facilitate comprehensive evaluation. Further-
more, we leverage three widely-used OLTP benchmarks, i.e.,
TATP [1], SmallBank [5], and TPCC [13], to evaluate the end-
to-end transaction throughput and latency. Specifically, TATP
shows a telecom application, which includes 4 DB tables and
80% of the transactions are read-only. TATP contains 2M sub-
scribers and the record size is up to 48B. SmallBank models
a banking application, which contains 2 DB tables and 85%
of transactions are read-write. SmallBank has 10M accounts
and the record size is 16B. TPCC models a complex ordering
system, which contains 9 DB tables and 92% of transactions
are read-write. TPCC contains 24 warehouses and the record
size is up to 672B. Moreover, for all benchmarks, each DB
table is replicated to three memory nodes to maintain a 3-way
replication, i.e., 1 primary and 2 backups.
Comparisons. We compare our Motor with two state-of-the-
art systems, i.e., FaRMv2 [64] and FORD [84]. FaRMv2 sup-
ports multi-versioning for transactions on monolithic servers,
and uses the new-to-old chains to link versions [64]. To make
FaRMv2 compatible with disaggregated memory (DM), we
use one-sided RDMA to implement its transaction protocol,
which is referred to as FaRMv2-DM in the rest of this paper.
Moreover, FORD supports single-versioning for transactions
on the disaggregated memory, and we run its open-source
code. Though FORD leverages persistent memory, its one-
sided RDMA designs on transaction protocol are also com-
patible with DRAM. Note that Motor targets on the disaggre-
gated architecture, which is not comparable with the systems
running on the monolithic architecture [39, 57, 76].
Performance Metrics. We report the transaction throughput
by counting the number of committed transactions per second.
Moreover, we report the 50th and 99th percentile latencies of
committed transactions as the transaction latency.

7.2 Number of Versions in CVT
We explore how the number of versions (VNum) in CVT
affects the performance of Motor. For each benchmark, we
vary VNum from 2 to 15. The ratio of read-write transactions
in KVS is 80%. Fig. 8 and 9 show that as VNum increases,
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the transaction throughput generally first increases and then
decreases. The reason is that, when VNum gets larger, the
abort rate of read-only transactions is reduced to increase the
throughput. For example, in TPCC, the abort rate of a long-
running read-only transaction STOCK_LEVEL decreases from
32.1% (VNum = 2) to 3.8% (VNum = 4). However, after
reaching the peak transaction throughput, increasing VNum
no longer significantly reduces aborts, but the CVT size con-
tinues to increase, which enlarges the payload size to increase
RDMA read latency, as shown in Fig. 7. The increased read
overhead overwhelms the benefit of reducing aborts, thus
decreasing the performance. Besides, large VNums also con-
sume more memory space, as presented in § 7.6. Fig. 8 shows
that at skewness 0.7, KVS reaches the peak throughput ear-
lier than 0.99, since a larger skewness incurs higher access
contention and requires more versions to reduce aborts.

We observe that, as VNum increases after the peak through-
put, the throughput degradation of TPCC (up to 49.6%) is heav-
ier than other workloads. This is because one transaction in
TPCC can access hundreds of records, which is much larger
than other benchmarks, e.g., one transaction in SmallBank
(or TATP) only accesses 1–3 (or 1–4) records. Therefore, the
overall read overhead (considered as CVT size × number
of records) of TPCC transactions is more sensitive to VNum,
leading to sharper performance decrease. SmallBank is write-
intensive, but its transactions are short, and maintaining 3
versions reaches the peak performance. TATP only requires
2 versions for a record to achieve the peak throughput, since
80% of transactions in TATP are read-only and short-running
with low contentions. As VNum grows, the high read over-
head leads to continuous throughput degradation in TATP.

In summary, determining a suitable VNum significantly
depends on the characteristics of workloads, including the
access contention and the number of accessed records in a
transaction. When the contention is low (e.g., TATP), setting
a small VNum is enough. If the contention is high, more
versions are needed to allow higher concurrency, especially
for the long-running transactions. We also need to consider
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Figure 10: The transaction throughput of different version
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the number of records accessed per transaction to avoid large
CVTs incurring high overall read overhead. According to
these results, we respectively set the suitable VNum in TPCC,
TATP, SmallBank, and KVS to 4, 2, 3, and 4.

7.3 Performance of Version Structures
We compare the performance of our CVT and traditional
linked-chain version structures, i.e., old-to-new (O2N) and
new-to-old (N2O), upon the KVS benchmark. We configure
the access skewness as 0.7 and 0.99, and vary the ratio of
read-write transactions (RW-ratio) from 20% to 80% in the
transaction mix of KVS. Based on the results in Fig. 8, we
change the maximum number of versions to hold for all struc-
tures to 3 for skewness 0.7, and 4 for skewness 0.99.

Fig. 10 shows that CVT respectively improves the through-
put by 1.7–2.4× and 1.3–1.6× compared with O2N and N2O.
The reason is that, CVT enables the transaction to fetch the tar-
get version in a single round trip, while O2N and N2O require
multiple round trips for chain walking. When increasing the
RW-ratio, the throughputs of three structures decrease, since
the write conflicts increase and read-write transactions require
more round trips to commit. When the skewness is high (e.g.,
0.99) and RW-ratio is low (e.g., 20%), the throughput gap
between N2O and CVT becomes small, because the access is
more concentrated and many read-only transactions quickly
obtain new values from the chain head of N2O. However, such
performance gap between O2N and CVT becomes larger at
high skewness since the new versions in O2N are placed in the
chain tail, which increases the read overhead. Moreover, CVT
respectively reduces the 50th (and 99th) percentile latencies
by 59.8%/30.8% (and 67.9%/47.7%) on average compared
with O2N/N2O at skewness 0.99 due to the same reasons
above. We have also examined that when further increasing
the maximum number of versions to hold, CVT can deliver
more performance benefits over O2N and N2O.

7.4 End-to-End Performance
We leverage TATP, TPCC, and SmallBank to evaluate the end-
to-end performance of Motor, FORD, and FaRMv2-DM. All
systems guarantee serializability. We configure the maximum
number of versions in FaRMv2-DM’s version chain to be
the same as our CVT for fair comparisons. Fig. 11 illustrates
the transaction throughput and latency. To plot a throughput-
latency curve, we increase the request load by running 10–40
threads and 2–8 coroutines per thread, i.e., 10–280 concurrent
coordinators. Each thread executes 1M transactions following
the standard transaction mix of each benchmark [1, 5, 13].

(a) TATP

(c) SmallBank

(b) TPCC
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Figure 11: The transaction throughput and latency of all the
systems on TATP, TPCC, and SmallBank benchmarks.

Compared with FORD, Motor respectively improves
the transaction throughput by 14.4% on TATP, 98.1% on
TPCC, and 65.4% on SmallBank. FORD adopts the single-
versioning design, which limits the throughput, since reads
are blocked by writes during commit, and the undo logs con-
sume network bandwidth. Unlike FORD, Motor allows to read
existing versions in CVTs, and does not need to write undo
logs to remote replicas by maintaining old versions of val-
ues. Hence, Motor improves the throughput over FORD. The
improvements are higher in TPCC and SmallBank, because
(1) they are write-intensive workloads in which Motor avoids
many undo logs, and (2) Motor reserves multiple versions
to reduces aborts for read-only transactions, especially long-
running ones, e.g., STOCK_LEVEL in TPCC. FORD delivers the
lowest 50th percentile latency in TATP, since the two trans-
actions, i.e., GET_SUBSCRIBER_DATA and GET_ACCESS_DATA,
occupy 70% of the transaction mix, and both of them only read
one object. In this case, FORD only uses one RTT to read data,
while Motor requires two RTTs to separately read the CVT
and data value. However, the 99th percentile latency of Motor
on TATP is close to FORD when the transaction becomes com-
plex. Furthermore, Motor reduces the 50th percentile latency
by 55.8%/26.2% on TPCC/SmallBank compared with FORD.

Compared with FaRMv2-DM, Motor respectively improves
the transaction throughput by 18.9%/44.3%/29.5%, and re-
duces the 50th (99th) percentile latencies by 8.6% (39.1%) /
52.1% (35.6%) / 43.6% (34.5%), on TATP/TPCC/SmallBank.
Motor achieves these improvements due to three reasons.
(1) FaRMv2 uses the linked chain to store different versions,
which increases network round trips to perform chain walking
to obtain the target version. Unlike FaRMv2, Motor uses CVT
to fetch the versions together in one round trip. Motor shows
the highest improvement over FaRMv2-DM in TPCC, since
TPCC requires more versions and the transactions read many
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Figure 12: The space consumption in memory pool of all
systems at two scales of benchmarks.

records, which exacerbates the chain walking in FaRMv2-
DM to cause high overheads. (2) The design of FaRMv2
consumes a dedicated RTT to lock the read-write data, but
Motor enables to batch the locking and CVT/value read re-
quests to save RTTs. (3) The design of FaRMv2 uses two
RTTs to commit the backups and primaries, while Motor up-
dates all replicas together in one RTT. Moreover, FORD can
also achieve lower latency than FaRMv2-DM by alleviating
the read overhead, but FaRMv2-DM allows more concurrency
in multi-versioning to improve the throughput.

7.5 Memory Overhead
We present the memory overheads of all systems in the mem-
ory pool using two different scales of benchmarks. Scale-1 (or
Scale-2): TPCC contains 24 (or 48) warehouses; TATP has 2M
(or 4M) subscribers; SmallBank has 10M (or 20M) accounts;
KVS stores 10M (or 20M) KV pairs with skewness 0.99 and
RW-ratio 80%. Scale-1 is the default configuration in § 7.1.

As shown in Fig. 12, FORD exhibits the lowest memory
overhead by storing only one version of data. Due to support-
ing multi-versioning, Motor and FaRMv2-DM consume larger
memory space than FORD. Nevertheless, Motor saves mem-
ory space in three aspects: (1) maintaining the actually mod-
ified attributes rather than full values for different versions;
(2) appropriately estimating the size of attribute bar without
wasting space; and (3) configuring suitable VNums for dif-
ferent workloads without storing unnecessary versions. For
example, Motor supports 4 versions of data in TPCC, but only
consumes 1.45×, instead of 4×, of memory space over FORD.
Such memory saving is also shown in other benchmarks. In
TATP, Motor only incurs 17.3% higher memory overhead than
FORD, since only 16% of transactions perform updates and
the modified attributes are small. In SmallBank and KVS,
Motor respectively consumes 32.7% and 37.7% higher mem-
ory space than FORD, since SmallBank and KVS are write-
intensive and require more versions than TATP. FaRMv2-DM
suffers from 14.6%-22.8% higher memory overhead than
Motor due to two reasons. First, FaRMv2 stores a full-sized
value for each version, while Motor only stores the modified
attributes of values. Second, FaRMv2 requires pointers to link
old versions in its version chain, while Motor does not need
such pointers since our CVT structure consecutively stores all
the versions. Moreover, Fig. 12b shows that when the bench-
mark scale increases, the gap of space consumption between
Motor and FORD generally keeps stable in all benchmarks.
This demonstrates that our reduction of memory overhead
still works even if the workload scale becomes larger. In
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Figure 13: The comparisons of transaction throughput when
varying Motor memory footprint by changing VNum.
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Figure 14: The transaction throughput of Motor when varying
the memory footprint by changing ABS.

summary, Motor trades some extra memory space to achieve
better performance than the single-versioning design, while
also reducing the memory overhead as much as possible.

7.6 Varying Motor Memory Footprint
We study how Motor performs when varying the memory foot-
print based on the benchmark Scale-1 (§ 7.5). In the memory
pool, since the full values always exist to provide complete
user data, we vary Motor memory footprint by changing the
number of versions (VNum) and the attribute bar size (ABS).
As Motor has significantly reduced the memory overhead, the
room to further decrease memory footprint is limited. For ex-
ample, Motor only reserves 2 versions of data in TATP. This is
the minimal number of versions for multi-versioning. Hence,
in TATP, we increase VNum up to 8 to increase memory foot-
prints. For other benchmarks, since their suitable VNums are
larger than 2, we decrease (and increase) VNum from the
suitable VNum to 2 (and 8) to vary memory footprints. When
changing VNum (2–8), the corresponding ABS is estimated
using the formula in § 4.2. Moreover, to vary ABS, we fix
VNum to the suitable VNum in each benchmark, and (1) in-
crease ABS to 2–6× of the estimated ABS using the suitable
VNum, and (2) decrease ABS to 1× of the sum of different
TotAttrSizes per transaction. Fig. 13–16 show the transaction
throughput and latency of Motor when varying memory foot-
prints. We also report the performance and memory footprints
of FORD and FaRMv2-DM for comparisons.
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Figure 15: The comparisons of the 50th percentile latency
when varying Motor memory footprint by changing VNum.
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Figure 16: The comparisons of the 99th percentile latency
when varying Motor memory footprint by changing VNum.

As shown in Fig. 13, when decreasing VNum from the suit-
able value, the memory footprints of Motor are reduced by up
to 22.8% and are close to FORD on many workloads. Through
reducing the memory footprint to contain less versions, Motor
still achieves higher throughput than FORD and FaRMv2-DM.
The reason is that compared with FORD, (1) Motor reserves
more than one versions to avoid blocking reads and reduce
transaction aborts; (2) Motor does not need to additionally
write undo logs and the read-only transactions do not need to
validate versions with multi-versioning. Moreover, compared
with FaRMv2-DM, (1) our CVT structure avoids chain walk-
ing to reduce latency; (2) our MVCC protocol saves RTTs
via efficient request batching (§ 7.4). When slightly increas-
ing VNum (e.g., from 4 to 6 in KVS), Motor still consumes
less memory than FaRMv2-DM thanks to only storing neces-
sary modifications in the delta area. Hence, compared with
FaRMv2-DM, Motor can store more versions using a smaller
amount of memory. In fact, when VNum increases from 2
to 8 (4×), the Motor memory footprint only increases by
1.4×/2.1×/2×/1.9× on TPCC/SmallBank/TATP/KVS. Fig. 14
shows that when fixing VNum and reducing ABS from the
suitable ABS, the throughput decreases, since a small-sized
attribute bar would result in more than one Vcells being in-
validated in garbage collection to increase aborts. However,
when increasing ABS from the suitable ABS, the throughput
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Figure 17: The transaction throughput and latency on TATP
and TPCC benchmarks when using different isolation levels.

generally keeps stable, since the transaction aborts are hardly
reduced. This demonstrates the efficiency of our estimation
on ABS, i.e., reserving an exact and sufficient size for the at-
tribute bar without wasting memory. Fig. 15 and 16 show that
the latency of Motor grows when increasing VNum to enlarge
the memory footprint, since large-sized CVTs increase the
transmission latency. Nevertheless, Motor still exhibits lower
latency than FaRMv2-DM by using the CVT to obtain all
versions in a single read. In TATP, FORD achieves the lowest
latency due to consuming less RTTs to fetch data, as ana-
lyzed in § 7.4. But in other benchmarks, Motor shows lower
latency than FORD at suitable VNums due to eliminating the
overheads of writing logs for read-write transactions and vali-
dating versions for read-only transactions. In summary, these
results demonstrate the benefits of Motor over state-of-the-art
systems when varying Motor memory footprint.

7.7 Performance of Different Isolation Levels
Motor supports two isolation levels, i.e., serializability (SR)
and snapshot isolation (SI). Fig. 17 show that Motor-SI gener-
ally achieves lower latency and higher throughput than Motor-
SR on both read-intensive (TATP) and write-intensive (TPCC)
workloads by eliminating the validation phase for read-write
transactions. Compared with TATP, Motor-SI shows higher
throughput improvement in TPCC, since TPCC accesses more
read-only data per transaction and features higher read-write
contentions, thus allowing more throughput improvement
when relaxing the isolation requirement.

7.8 Using PM in Memory Pool
Both DRAM and persistent memory (PM) can be used in a
memory pool [69, 86]. We leverage six 128GB Intel Optane
PM modules in each memory node to evaluate the perfor-
mance of Motor on TPCC. We use RDMA READ-after-WRITE
to flush the written data from remote RNIC to PM for re-
mote data persistency [84]. Fig. 18 shows that the throughput
only decreases by 13.1% on PM due to the limited PM band-
width [80, 84]. The results demonstrate that Motor efficiently
works on both DRAM and PM, thus offering good portability
for applications to run on different types of memory devices.
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Figure 18: The transaction throughput and latency on TPCC
benchmark when using DRAM and PM in the memory pool.

7.9 Fault Tolerance
We leverage TPCC to show the resilience of Motor under coor-
dinator failures in compute pool and replica failures in mem-
ory pool. We report the instantaneous transaction throughput
in 1 ms interval over time (the crash occurs at time 0).

Fig. 19a shows the throughput timeline of recovering co-
ordinators. We run 84 coordinators and 60 of them fail at the
same time. Motor then generates 60 new coordinators and
establishes network connections, which consumes about 170
ms. Afterwards, the new coordinators take over the remaining
tasks. In Motor, each coordinator writes local operation logs
to record the operations during execution. These operation
logs consume very small space (up to 556B per transaction)
and the log space can be reused across transactions. The new
coordinators use the operation logs of failed ones to resume
in-flight commits and unlock CVTs to avoid starvation. After
recovery, Motor regains peak throughput.

Fig. 19b shows the results of recovering replicas. Consid-
ering that the CUSTOMER table is frequently used, we respec-
tively allow the primary and one backup of CUSTOMER to fail,
i.e., cannot be accessed. A small portion of transactions that
do not access the failed replicas are normally executed, and
hence the throughput does not become 0. Motor handles the
primary failure by promoting a backup as the new primary and
adding a backup. Motor tolerates the backup failure by adding
a backup. Recovering the primary consumes more time, since
Motor needs to change the view of primaries for coordina-
tors, and the new primary is not visible until the updates are
committed into alive replicas. Adding a backup requires data
migration, during which Motor allows a memory node to use
RDMA WRITE to transmit DB tables, CVTs, and attribute
bars to another memory node. Write requests to the replicas
involved in migration are blocked to guarantee the data con-
sistency among replicas. Since the CUSTOMER table is large,
the migration consumes nearly 200 ms. We also examine that
if a small DISTRICT table fails, the migration consumes only
1.1 ms. Further optimization on migration is out of our scope.
In practice, our ms-scale recovery is acceptable given that
prior systems [27, 64, 66] also provide ms-scale recovery.

8 Related Work
Fast Distributed Transactions. Fast distributed transaction
processing is a key pillar in distributed systems. Many systems
use RDMA to process transactions [22, 26, 27, 39, 41, 58, 64,
77, 78]. Some studies transform a distributed transaction to a
local one to reduce the communication overheads [19, 40, 52].
Some protocols on concurrency control [55, 74, 79, 82] and
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Figure 19: The Motor’s transaction throughput on TPCC over
time under (a) coordinator failures and (b) replica failures.
data replication [83] are proposed to improve the performance.
The above systems work on the monolithic architecture, while
our Motor targets on the disaggregated architecture.
Memory Disaggregation. Memory disaggregation improves
the resource utilization. Existing studies explore memory dis-
aggregation in many areas, such as hardware designs [35,
50, 51], operating systems [65], indexes [49, 53, 75, 86], key-
value stores [45, 66, 69], networking [29, 67], erasure cod-
ing [47, 85], swapping [15, 20, 33, 62], and memory manage-
ments [14, 46, 48, 54, 70, 72, 73]. In fact, Motor focuses on
transaction processing, which is orthogonal to the above sys-
tems. Though FORD [84] supports transactions on disaggre-
gated memory, it adopts single-versioning, which limits con-
currency and incurs high logging overheads. Unlike FORD,
Motor enables multi-versioning to address these limitations.
Multi-Versioning Schemes. Multi-versioning schemes have
been adopted to support distributed transactions. They focus
on high-performance MVCC protocols [28, 43, 57, 64], times-
tamp generations [38, 76, 81], garbage collections [16, 44],
and verifications [21]. However, these systems are designed
for traditional monolithic servers, which do not fit the disag-
gregated memory. Unlike these studies, our CVT structure
and distributed transaction protocol efficiently support multi-
versioning on the disaggregated memory.
9 Conclusion
This paper proposes Motor, an efficient distributed transac-
tion processing system for multi-versioning in the context of
disaggregated memory. Motor proposes a new consecutive
version tuple structure to efficiently organize multiple ver-
sions of data in memory pool. On top of this, Motor designs a
fully one-sided RDMA-oriented MVCC protocol to acceler-
ate transactions. Extensive experimental results demonstrate
that Motor significantly improves the transaction throughput
and reduces the latency with moderate memory overhead.
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